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Overview
Summative evaluation of the Splash Screen program was guided by four overarching evaluation
questions that are aligned with project outcomes for educators and youth.
1. To what extent does the project increase educator awareness and knowledge of issues around
watershed health and environmental stewardship?
2. To what extent do educators integrate inquiry place-based educaOon strategies into their use of
the Splash Screen program?
3. To what extent does the project increase educator knowledge and skills around the integraOon
of technology into environmental educaOon?
4. To what extent do youth increase their awareness and knowledge about watersheds, issues and
decisions that aﬀect watershed health, and acOons they can take to be stewards of watersheds
in their community?
At the beginning of the project, we worked with the Splash Screen team to develop a logic model (see
Appendix A) that identified the project activities, audience for the activities, and outcomes for both
educators and youth. The logic model’s outcomes provided insight into the kinds of data we needed in
order to address the evaluation questions.

Methods
A mixed-methods approach (using both quantitative and qualitative data) was used to provide the depth
and breadth of information necessary to answer the evaluation questions (see Table 1). We gathered
data from educators leading Splash Screen programming and the youth participating in the programs.
Table 1. Planning matrix for establishing data collection methods for addressing each of the evaluation
questions.
Evaluation Questions

Data Collection Methods

1. To what extent does the project increase educator
awareness and knowledge of issues around watershed
health and environmental stewardship?

•
•
•

Pre/Post-training surveys
Post-training online reﬂecOve quesOons
Post-implementaOon survey

2. To what extent do educators integrate place-based
educaOon strategies into their use of the Splash Screen
program?
3. To what extent does the project increase educator
knowledge and skills around the integraOon of
technology into environmental educaOon?
4. To what extent do youth increase their awareness and
knowledge about watersheds, issues and decisions that
aﬀect watershed health, and acOons they can take to
be stewards of watersheds in their community?

•

Post-implementaOon survey

•
•
•
•
•

Pre/Post-training surveys
Post-training online reﬂecOve quesOons
Post-implementaOon survey
Pre/post youth surveys
Youth KidBlog posts
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Data collection with educators
Data collection methods
Data was collected from educators over the course of the project through a variety of surveys. Educators
completed a written survey at the beginning and end of their two-day training. A few weeks after the
training, they were emailed a link to an online survey that asked more detailed reflective questions
about their experience, specifically in relation to place-based education, inquiry, and the use of
technology in environmental education. In the fall, after educators finished implementing the Splash
Screen program, they were sent a post-implementation online survey with some questions from the
prior educator surveys to measure change over time and questions related to program implementation.
Sample
Educators were recruited to participate in the evaluation of the Splash Screen program on the first day
of their training. One training took place March 11 – 12, 2016 in Duluth. An additional training occurred
March 18 – 19, 2016 in St. Paul. Educators indicated their agreement to participate in the evaluation
through a signed consent form. A total of 18 educators consented to participate. Two individuals that
participated in the training ended up not implementing a Splash Screen program so they were taken out
of the sample for the summative evaluation. This left 16 educators for the summative evaluation
sampling frame. These educators were sent the post-implementation survey with multiple reminders
from evaluation and 4-H staff. The people who responded to the survey make up the educator sample
for the summative evaluation. A total of seven educators completed the post-implementation survey.
When looking more closely at who responded, these seven individuals included all of the staff who had
main leadership roles in implementing Splash Screen programming in the Twin Cities (five educators),
along with two staff who were involved in program support roles (leading and planning some activities
with youth). Missing from the sample are educators from Duluth and additional people who provided
support to implementation in both metro areas. So, even though only seven people responded, they
included main programming leads for the projects and thus more representative of people who might
use the Splash Screen curriculum in the future to lead programming

Data collection with youth
Data collection methods
Quantitative data was gathered through youth pre- and post-surveys. The surveys were composed of
multiple choice questions that were identical from pre to post in order to measure knowledge gains as a
result of participating in the program. The surveys were administered electronically on tablets and took
around five minutes to complete. The pre-survey was administered during Lesson 1 of the Splash Screen
curriculum or immediately preceding Lesson 2, while the post-survey was completed after Lesson 12
when the youth had completed programming and final projects. We administered the post-survey in this
way because we did not want to disrupt the celebration portion of the program, when youth presented
their final projects to each other and the community (Lesson 13).
Qualitative data was gathered through embedded assessments. Each lesson in the curriculum includes a
journal prompt at the end of the lesson. Youth responded to these prompts on KidBlog as part of their
program. Two of the lessons’ prompts aligned with program outcomes that were being measured as
part of the evaluation. One of the prompts in Lesson 2 asked youth, “What is a watershed?” The prompt
in Lesson 8 asked, “What best management practices (BMPs) could help reduce the amount of runoff at
the site (if needed)?” Instead of asking about watersheds and best management practices through the
youth surveys, youths’ journal entries for these two questions were used as evaluation data.
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Sample
Parents or guardians and youth were notified of the Splash Screen program evaluation in a letter from
our evaluation team that was included in the 4-H registration materials. The letter was a means for
passive consent, meaning if parents or guardians did not want their child to participate in the evaluation
they had to contact the evaluation team. We did not receive any requests from parents or guardians to
exclude their child from data collection, so all 107 youth participants were the sampling frame for the
evaluation. Of these youth, we ended up with 56 matched pre- and post-surveys, representing all 13
Splash Screen programs. Some youth did not attend the days when the pre- or post-survey was
administered, which is why the sample for the matched surveys is less than the number of youth
participants. There were also instances where youth may not have responded to all of the questions on
a pre- or post-survey, which is why the “n” value may vary for results of individual questions. The
samples for the embedded journal prompts were 71 responses from 10 programs for Lesson 2 and 45
responses from 9 programs for Lesson 8. Youth attendance sometimes varied over the course of a
program, and due to technical difficulties, three of the 13 Splash Screen programs did not complete the
journaling activity for Lesson 2 and four programs did not complete the activity for Lesson 8.

Program Delivery and Attendance
Thirteen 4-H programs utilized the Splash Screen curriculum during the spring and summer of 2016,
including two in Duluth and 11 in the Twin Cities. Twin Cities programs were held at nine locations and
included the Coon Rapids Dam, Heritage Park, Washington County, Packer Pad, the American Indian
Magnet School, the Harriet Tubman Center, and three parks in the Minneapolis Parks and Recreation
district (Martin Luther King Jr., Pearl, and Pershing). The Lincoln Park Middle School was the only
location in Duluth. Nine of the programs were delivered over four intensive days that drew almost
exclusively from the Splash Screen program and Project WET curricula (see Table 2). The other four
programs were delivered over the course of several weeks and were augmented by additional content
and experiences.
Table 2. Splash Screen program locations and style of delivery.
4 Day Program

Multi-Week Program

Coon Rapids Dam

1

1

Heritage Park

1

1

Washington County

1

0

American Indian Magnet School

0

1

Harriet Tubman Center

1

0

Packer Pad

1

0

Martin Luther King Jr. Park

1

0

Pershing Park

1

0

Pearl Park

1

0

Lincoln Park Middle School

1

1

9

4

Total

4

While all of the programs began by implementing Lessons 1 and 2 and concluded with the final
presentation share-out in Lesson 13, there was a lot of variability in the order of delivery for the rest of
the lessons in the program guide. During webinars, educators shared that this flexibility of program
design helped them to implement Splash Screen in the context of the ever-changing weather, the
availability of local experts, and their access to other programming resources.

Youth attendance
According to attendance records, 107 youth participated in the Splash Screen program in 2016. About
two-thirds (65%) of the youth attended intensive four day programs, while the remaining 35% were
involved in programs that had 8, 9, 10 and 20 program days held over several weeks. Attendance was
relatively higher for youth engaged in the intensive programming, while youth who were engaged in
long-term programming had higher absenteeism (see Chart 1). For intensive four day programs, 83% to
91% of youth were present each day, with an average of 83% of the youth attending on any given day.
However, for longer term programs, youth attendance ranged from 31% to 85%, with on average 59% of
youth attending any one day of the program. Looking at attendance across all days of a program, of the
70 youth participating in four-day programming, 70% of them attended all four days. Of the 37 youth
involved in multiweek programming, only 22% of them attended all of the program days (8, 9, 10, or 20
days).
Chart 1. Youth attendance by program day.
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The youth responses presented in this report are taken from the matched survey responses of 56 youth.
Youth who filled out both a pre- and post-survey tended to be present on programming days more often
than their peers (see Chart 2). For the matched sample, each program day had between 33% and 100%
of youth attending, with an average of 86% of youth from the matched sample attending on any given
day.
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Chart 2. Youth attendance by program day for all youth compared with the attendance of youth who had
matched survey responses.
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Findings from Splash Screen Youth Participants
Youth showed gains in being able to identify the name of their local watershed
On the pre- and post-program surveys, we asked youth, “What is the name of the watershed where your
program takes place?” and offered them three plausible options, as well as “I don’t know.” Before the
program, about one quarter of youth in the Twin Cities and Duluth were able to correctly identify the
name of their local watershed (see Tables 3 & 4). Afterwards, most of Twin Cities youth (81%) correctly
selected “Mississippi River watershed” from the same list of options, but only half of the Duluth youth
correctly chose “Lake Superior watershed.”
Table 3. For Twin Cities based programs: “What is the name of the watershed where your program takes
place?” (n=47)
Pre

Post

Change

Mississippi River watershed *

26%

81%

+55%

Twin Cities watershed

40%

9%

-31%

-

6%

+6%

34%

4%

-30%

Minnesota State watershed
I don’t know

* Correct response is marked with an asterisk.

Table 4. For Duluth based programs: “What is the name of the watershed where your program takes
place?” (n=8)
Pre

Post

Change

25%

50%

+25%

Duluth watershed

-

25%

+25%

Minnesota State watershed

-

-

-

75%

25%

-50%

Lake Superior watershed *

I don’t know

* Correct response is marked with an asterisk.

Less than a tenth of youth could correctly describe a watershed after Lesson 2
During the second lesson of the Splash Screen program, youth mapped their watershed using Google My
Maps. Youth were instructed to choose a location of interest on the map and mark notable features
including bodies of water, nearby high ground where water might flow down from into the bodies of
water, and some structures that impact water flow. The lesson concluded with a journal prompt asking
youth, “What is a watershed?” Youth responded to this question on their KidBlog program page using
tablets. Of the 13 Splash Screen programs, 10 collected data for this question. Technical difficulties
prevented the other three programs from collecting journal responses. In total there were 72 youth
responses to this question. One response was off topic so it was removed from analysis, leaving a
sample of 71 youth responses.
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Youth responses were analyzed based on how well they described a watershed. Analysis was informed
by a watershed definition provided to us by the Splash Screen team, “All of the land area that drains into
a particular river or lake is called its watershed. The land area includes all the people, animals, and manmade and natural features.” This is similar, although less detailed, to the definition of a watershed
provided to educators during their initial Splash Screen training, “The land area from which surface
runoff drains into a stream channel, lake, reservoir or other body of water; also called a drainage basin”
(Project WET Foundation, 2011, p. 591). In addition to the watershed definition, we also looked for
youths’ use of terms that the Splash Screen team considered watershed vocabulary. These watershed
vocabulary terms were described by the Splash Screen team as follows:
• Divides: Marks the high point of land (mountains, hills, ridges) that separate one watershed
from another.
• Headwaters: The upper limits of the watershed (highest point, originaOon point).
• Mouth: The part of a river, creek or stream where it runs into a larger body of water (river, lake,
ocean).
• Tributary: A stream or river that feeds into a larger stream, lake or river.
• Main stem: The main body of water (river, stream, lake) in the watershed.
• Erosion: The wearing away of rock and soil due to wind, weathering, water, ice, or other
physical, chemical, or biological forces. The rate of erosion may be increased by land-use
acOviOes.
• Runoﬀ: Water ﬂowing across the land that does not inﬁltrate the soil, but drains into storm
sewers and moves into surface and ground waters.
Youth responses were sorted into four categories based on how well they aligned with the project’s
definition of a watershed.
• Completely in line: Response included the relaOonship of water and land in a way that
reﬂected the project’s deﬁniOon of a watershed.
• Aligns somewhat: Response included parOal ideas of what a watershed is and/or used one
of the watershed vocabulary terms (without completely describing a watershed).
• Does not align: Response did not align with the deﬁniOon of a watershed.
• Unsure: Response where youth indicated that they didn’t know the answer.
Full youth responses, complete with emojis and enthusiastic punctuation, are shared in Appendix B.
After Lesson 2, most youth did not have a full understanding of what a watershed was (see Table 5).
Only 8% of youth were able to provide a definition of watersheds that described the land and its relation
to water flowing to a particular water body. A third of youth provided definitions that included partial
aspects of the definition of a watershed or used watershed vocabulary terms. Partial definitions were
further categorized into four subcategories where youth described a watershed in one of four ways: 1) a
place where water collects, 2) water flowing or connecting together, 3) an area that divides bodies of
water, or 4) water flowing from a high to a low point. Some youth also mentioned watershed terms in
their partial responses. When talking about where water collects, two youth mentioned “tributaries.”
When talking about water flowing or connecting together, two youth talked about the “headwater” and
“mouth” of a river. Three youth talked about how a watershed is an area that “divides” water bodies.
Looking at the remaining responses, a majority of the youth (57%) were either unsure of the definition
of a watershed or provided a definition that did not align with project’s definition of a watershed.
Definitions that did not align included descriptions such as a place that holds or stores water, a place
where water goes, flowing or moving water, or a shed that holds water.
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Table 5. Alignment of youth definitions of a watershed with the Splash Screen project’s definition. (n=71)
Percent of Youth
Definition completely in line

8%

Definition aligns somewhat

34%

Definition does not align

46%

Unsure about definition

11%

Youth had a better understanding of actions that could help and harm watersheds
Youth were able to better differentiate between actions that could hurt or harm a watershed after
participating in Splash Screen (see Tables 6 & 7). The pre- and post-surveys included a list of actions and
youth were asked if each action would help, hurt, or not make a difference to the watershed. They were
also provided with the option, “I’m not sure” to prevent them from guessing the answer, and thus
providing a more accurate measure of their knowledge. The list of actions included five behaviors that
support watershed health and four that would hurt a watershed. The list was developed in collaboration
with the Splash Screen team to ensure the options aligned with what was expected to be covered in the
Splash Screen program.
Youth came into the program with some familiarity of actions they could take to help a watershed, and
left with an increased understanding of helpful behaviors. At the beginning of the program, almost all
youth knew that picking up litter off the street helps watersheds and three-quarters understood that
picking up dog waste helps. Planting native plants near the side of the road and using a rain barrel to
collect water were least familiar to youth. At the end of the program, a majority of youth were able to
correctly identify the five actions in the list that help watersheds. Almost all the youth identified planting
a rain garden and picking up dog waste as helpful actions. There were large gains in the number of youth
understanding that planting native plants near the side of the road, creating a rain garden in someone’s
yard, and collecting water in a rain barrel would help a watershed.
Over half the youth entered the program unfamiliar with some of the actions that can hurt a watershed,
however there were gains in the number of youth being able to identify harmful actions by the end of
the program. Most youth entered the program understanding that pouring oil down a storm drain is
harmful and by the end of the program almost all the youth could identify this as a harmful action. Close
to half the youth entered the program aware that washing a car with soap in the driveway and using salt
to melt sidewalk ice were harmful actions, at the end of the program this increased to close to threequarters of youth for both of these actions. Youth were least familiar with the effects of paving over a
gravel lot to make a basketball court at the beginning of the program and only half the youth knew this
was harmful by the end.
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Table 6. “Does this hurt, help, or not make a difference to the watershed?”

Actions that HELP

Helps the watershed

It doesn’t make a
difference

Hurts the watershed

I’m not sure

Pre

Post

Change

Pre

Post

Change

Pre

Post

Change

Pre

Post

Change

Plant native plants near the side of
the road (n=53)

32%

64%

+32%

15%

15%

-

25%

11%

-14%

28%

11%

-17%

Create a rain garden in someone’s
yard (n=54)

61%

91%

+30%

2%

-

+2%

15%

6%

-9%

22%

4%

-18%

Collect water in a rain barrel to
water a garden (n=53)

49%

74%

+25%

8%

6%

-2%

32%

17%

-15%

11%

4%

-7%

Pick up dog waste (n=55)

76%

92%

+16%

7%

-

-7%

9%

5%

-4%

7%

2%

-5%

Pick up litter off the street (n=51)

92%

94%

+2%

-

6%

+6%

4%

-

-4%

4%

-

-4%
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Table 7. “Does this hurt, help, or not make a difference to the watershed?” (n=54)

Actions that HURT

Helps the watershed

It doesn’t make a
difference

Hurts the watershed

I’m not sure

Pre

Post

Change

Pre

Post

Change

Pre

Post

Change

Pre

Post

Change

17%

15%

-2%

20%

50%

+30%

33%

22%

-11%

30%

13%

-17%

19%

7%

-12%

48%

74%

+26%

20%

11%

-9%

13%

11%

-2%

Rinse a soapy car off in the
driveway

19%

6%

-13%

48%

72%

+24%

20%

13%

-7%

13%

9%

-4%

Get rid of old oil by pouring it down
the storm drain

4%

4%

-

89%

96%

+7%

2%

-

-2%

6%

-

-6%

Pave over a gravel lot to make a
basketball court
Use salt on the sidewalk to melt ice
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A majority of youth understood that storm drains lead straight to nearby
waterways, but some youth still have misconceptions
One of Splash Screen’s youth outcomes was that youth would develop an understanding of storm
runoff. A misconception some people have is that storm water is treated in a plant after it goes down
the storm drain instead of going directly to a nearby river without being treated in any way. We
developed a question to gauge youth’s understanding of storm water runoff and how many youth
entered the program with a misconception of what happens when water goes down a storm drain. As
illustrated in Table 8, a little more than half the youth came into the program correctly identifying where
water goes after entering a storm drain, and two-fifths had the misconception that water goes to a
water treatment plant after entering the storm sewer. Correct understandings of storm water runoff
increased to 70% at the end of the program, but a quarter of youth still left the program with a
misconception that water is treated after entering the storm drain.
Table 8. “Water is going down into this storm drain. What will happen to the water?” (n=55)
Pre

Post

Change

It will go into a nearby river. *

55%

70%

+15%

It will go to a water treatment plant.

40%

25%

-15%

It will stay in the storm drain system.

5%

5%

-

* Correct response is marked with an asterisk.

Two-thirds of youth were able to suggest best management practices to reduce
runoff at local sites
In Lesson 7, youth worked in small groups to survey a local site to determine the amount of permeable
and impermeable surfaces and estimate how much runoff the site could generate. During Lesson 8,
youth debriefed what they discovered from the runoff surveys. After the conversation, youth were
prompted to journal a response to the prompt, “What Best Management Practices (BMPS) could help
reduce the amount of runoff at the site (if needed)?” A total of 46 youth, from nine programs,
responded to the journal prompt.
Youth responses were categorized into four categories based on how well they aligned with the
project’s information about best practices to reduce runoff.
• Listed best management prac\ces to reduce runoﬀ: Response included changes to either
the landscaping or hardscaping of the site to retain water.
• Did not list a best management prac\ce: Response was oﬀ topic or included a general
watershed stewardship ac\on that would not impact runoﬀ.
• Unsure: Response where youth indicated that they didn’t know the answer.
Full youth responses, complete with emojis and enthusiastic punctuation, are shared in Appendix C.
Almost two-thirds of the youth listed best management practices for reducing runoff at their chosen
sites and another one-fifth shared practices that are good for watershed health in general (see Table 9).
Around one tenth wrote “I don’t know,” and over a quarter did not list actions that would reduce runoff.
Out of the 29 youth who shared best management practices, over half (55%) offered hardscaping
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examples of non-plant features, such as rain barrels, roof design and permeable paving. About threequarters (76%) of the youth best management responses included changes to landscaping to
incorporate more plantings, rain gardens or holding ponds where water could be slowed down.
Table 9. Alignment of youth responses with best management practices to reduce runoff. (n=45)
Percent of Youth
Listed best management practices to reduce runoff

64%

Did not list a best management practice to reduce runoff

29%

Unsure

9%

Youth Demographics
We received 56 matched pre-post survey responses from youth. Over half of the youth (58%) identified
as boys and 40% identified as girls, with 2% selecting “other” to describe their gender. Most youth
attended programs in the Twin Cities (85%) and ranged in age from 3rd to 9th grade (see Table 10).
Duluth youth ranged from 6t to 9th grades and made up 15% of the matched survey responses.
Table 10. “What grade are you in? (If answering in the summer, what grade will you be in this fall?)”
Twin Cities (n=47)

Duluth (n=8)

3rd grade

2%

-

4th grade

13%

-

5th grade

11%

-

6th grade

40%

38%

7th grade

23%

38%

8th grade

9%

12%

9th grade

2%

12%
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Findings from Splash Screen Educators
Educators had gains in Splash Screen-related content and pedagogical knowledge
Educators were asked to rate how knowledgeable they felt about four different content and pedagogical
aspects of the Splash Screen program: 1) what a watershed is, 2) actions youth can take to help improve
their local watershed, 3) how to help youth learn about environmental science in the context of their
own community, and 4) how to engage local experts to facilitate learning experiences with youth. The
sample includes matched responses from the pre-training survey, post-training survey, and postimplementation survey for seven educators.
There were gains in knowledge across all content and pedagogical areas between the time when
educators first became involved in Splash Screen to after they had implemented the programming with
youth (see Chart 3). Knowledge of what a watershed is had the highest number of educators rating
themselves as very knowledgeable at the end of the project. Before the program, only three educators
felt very knowledgeable about the definition of a watershed, whereas after the project, six out of seven
educators gave this rating.
Some educators increased their knowledge of “actions youth can take to help improve their local
watershed.” At the beginning of the project, three felt a little knowledgeable and four felt fairly
knowledgeable. By the end of the project, only three felt very knowledgeable, three felt fairly
knowledgeable, and one only felt a little knowledgeable.
Educators self-reported gains in knowledge about “how to help youth learn about environmental
science in the context of their own communities.” Before the training, four of the educators wrote that
they were only a little knowledgeable about how to do this. By the end of the project, knowledge had
shifted. Four educators felt fairly knowledgeable and three educators felt very knowledge about how to
implement this place-based education strategy.
Some educators increased their knowledge of “how to engage local experts to facilitate learning
experiences with youth.” At the beginning of the project, three educators felt a little knowledgeable of
how to engage experts and four felt fairly knowledgeable. By the end of the project, there was a slight
shift and three individuals felt very knowledgeable and three felt fairly knowledgeable. However, there
was still one person that only felt a little knowledgeable of how to engage local experts.
Across the five items, it is important to note that for the three statements that had one individual
feeling only a little knowledgeable on the post-implementation survey, it is a different educator in each
instance. The same educator did not rate her/himself low across three items.
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Chart 3. Educators’ ratings of Splash Screen-related content and pedagogical knowledge. (n=7)
Not*at*all

A*little

Fairly

Very

What%a%watershed%is.
Pre.training

1

3

Post.training

3

2

Post.implementation

5

1

6

Actions%youth%can%take%to%help%improve%their%local%watershed.%
Pre.training

3

4

Post.training

1

Post.implementation

1

4
3

2
3

How%to%help%youth% learn%about%environmental% science%in%the%
context%of%their%own%community.
Pre.training

4

1

Post.training

2
3

Post.implementation

4
4

3

How%to%engage%local%experts%to%facilitate%learning%experiences%
with%youth.%
Pre.training
Post.training
Post.implementation

3

4
2

4
1

3

1
3
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All educators could define a watershed by the end of the project
The Splash Screen team used the Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide’s definition of watersheds
when training educators. In the Guide, a watershed is defined as, “The land area from which surface
runoff drains into a stream channel, lake, reservoir or other body of water; also called a drainage basin”
(Project WET Foundation, 2011, p. 591). All Splash Screen educators received a copy of the guide as part
of their project materials.
We wanted to get a sense of educators’ understanding of watersheds over the course of the project so
we asked them how they would describe a watershed to a 4-H group. Their responses are matched in
Table 11 to demonstrate how definitions changed from before the training to after the training to after
implementation. Their responses were categorized in relation to how well their definition aligned with
the Project WET definition.
• Completely in line: Talked about the rela\onship of water and land in their deﬁni\on in a
way that reﬂected the Project WET deﬁni\on.
• Align somewhat: Talked about watersheds in very general terms.
• Does not align: Responded, but talked about something else (like water conserva\on).
• Unsure: Responded that they were unsure how to describe a watershed.
There was one case where someone misinterpreted the question and talked about how he/she would
facilitate the youth experience but didn’t provide a definition of a watershed. This individual’s response
is not included in Table 11.
By the end of the project, all six educators described watersheds in a way that aligned with the Project
WET definition. Of these six individuals, half of them came to the initial training with a definition that
completely aligned with the Project WET definition and continued to describe watersheds in this way on
their post-training and post-implementation surveys. Two educators came into the training with
definitions that somewhat aligned, but afterwards their definition expanded to fully align with the
Project WET definition. Both before and after the training, one educator talked about watersheds as
water flowing together (aligning somewhat with the definition). However, by the end of the summer,
after implementing the program, this educator was able to provide a definition that described a
watershed as water draining to a similar area, which more fully aligned with the Project WET definition.
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Table 11. “If youth asked you what a watershed is, how would you describe it to them?” (n=6)
Pre à Post
à Post
Codes
Completely
in line à
Completely
in line à
Completely
in line

Pre-Training

Post-Training

Post-Implementation

A watershed is the area of land that
surrounds a body of water. Any
rain that falls on that land will
eventually make its way to that
body of water. Sometimes that
water picks up stuff along the way
and brings it to that body of water.

An area of land surrounding a body
of water, where any water that
falls on that land eventually drains
into that body of water. It is
determined by elevation.

A watershed is the land that surrounds a body of water. If a rain
drop falls on that land, and it would eventually drain to that body
of water, then that land is a watershed for that body of water.

A large region in which all of the
bodies of water (lakes, streams,
creaks…) are connected because of
running/contributing to a river or
mass movement of water which
enters and exits many thousands of
miles of land and could eventually
reach an ocean.

The bodies of water, local and
regional, that we use in our water
cycle which travels downstream,
absorbs into permeable surfaces
and hosts many ecosystems.

Imagine you and all your friends. You all are waking up in the
morning and it's a school day. You all live in different parts of St.
Paul. But you all are heading toward the school. You all take
different routes, maybe on different buses, maybe some of you
share the same bus after a few stops. Eventually, you all get to
school. Imagine that water is like you and your friends! Water is
flowing from many homes around cities and states, but is
generally flowing towards a basin. Many different streams, rivers,
lakes, storm drains, and wetlands are on different routes, but
flowing together as a great watershed. Some kids on the bus
might be sick and some buses might break down on the way to
school. That means that sick kids spread their germs to other kids
once they get to school. And a broken down bus means that
there's less kids learning in school and contributing their ideas.
Sometimes water gets "sick" too. If water that travels in this big
watershed gets contaminated, it contaminates the water that it's
flowing into, all the way into the basin. Some wetlands or rivers
are blocked from flowing properly, sort of like a broken down bus,
which creates an imbalance in the water sources that are
supposed to be helping by contributing to freshwaters. Humans
are often the reason that water is contaminated or re-routed
away from watersheds, but kids and communities can help to
solve those problems.
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Pre à Post
à Post
Codes

Pre-Training

Post-Training

Post-Implementation

Completely
in line à
Completely
in line à
Completely
in line

A watershed is the large collection
basin for a community where the
water of the community flows into.

A watershed is a local area where
water is collected naturally before
it flows to the oceans. This area is
size dependent based on the
topographic (geography) of the
area. I.E. on a mountain range,
water can flow in separate
directions.

A watershed is that part of the ecosystem where water collects in
a basin, river or stream. Water will flow from the highest to the
lowest points. In Minnesota, water flows to the Gulf of Mexico;
the Great Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean and to Hudson Bay.
Additionally, the watershed encompasses all living and non-living
parts of area; and above, below and on the ground. Local
watersheds can be part of a larger watershed. For example, the
Mississippi River Watershed flows through or by 10 states and
affects thirty-one states.

Align
somewhat
à
Completely
in line à
Completely
in line

A watershed is a network of all the
water used in your community - up
and down stream. From rivers to
lakes to rain to sewers to even your
kitchen sink.

The network of rivers, streams,
pipes, and land that drains water
in an area. It is both a large scale
and sub areas that all ultimately
drain to the seas - how water
connects each of us to all water in
the world.

A watershed is all the land where water is drained to the same
place.

A watershed is a specific area of
water in which all above &
underground tributaries are
connected.

An area of land & its water bodies
that are not only interconnected
but also drain/flow to a common
source, before flowing into a larger
scale area.

A watershed is the area of land which "sheds" the water and
collects and drains into the same place.

A watershed is a grouping of lakes,
rivers, ponds, other sources of
water that all flows together. This
is where a community can have
access to water resources.

A region where all water is
connected + flows together. Big
watersheds have multiple mini
watersheds.

A watershed is an area of land were all the water in that area of
land eventually will flow to the same area. Watershed have rivers,
lakes, streams, rain, people, animals, communities. We all live in a
watershed.

Align
somewhat
à Align
somewhat
à
Completely
in line
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Educators increased their knowledge of sources of watershed pollution
One outcome of the Splash Screen program was that educators would be knowledgeable of sources of
urban watershed pollution, since it is a topic they would have to discuss with youth. Educators were
asked before the training, after the training, and after program implementation, “What are some
sources of urban watershed pollution? Try and list as many as you can.” Seven educators responded to
the question on both the pre-training, post-training, and post-implementation surveys. Responses were
coded into three categories of watershed pollution that were defined by the Splash Screen program
team.
• Chemical (ferIlizers, road salt, herbicides, industrial waste, oil, pharmaceuIcals)
• Man-made (liMer, wrappers, cigareMe buMs, trash)
• Organic (dog poop, leaves, grass clippings, sediment, yard waste)
Before the training, educators were most knowledgeable of chemical sources of watershed pollution
(see Table 12). By the end of the training, all seven educators were knowledgeable of all three types of
watershed pollution. This knowledge remained after post-implementation.
Table 12. Educators’ knowledge of different types of watershed pollution before the training, after the
training, and after program implementation. (n=7)
Pre-Training

Post-Training

Post-Implementation

Chemical

7

7

7

Man-made

5

7

7

Organic

5

7

7

Educators had varying levels of knowledge of watershed pollution before the training. As illustrated in
Table 13, only four out of the seven educators mentioned pollution sources from all three categories. By
the end of the training and again after implementation, all educators mentioned all three categories.
Educators’ matched responses across the three surveys are provided in Table 14.
Table 13. Number of watershed pollution categories mentioned by educators before the training, after
the training, and after program implementation. (n=7)
Listed 3 categories
Listed 2 categories

Pre-Training

Post-Training

Post-Implementation

4

7

7

0

0

2

Listed 1 category

1

0

0

Listed 0 categories

0

0

0
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Table 14. “What are some sources of urban watershed pollution? (Try and list as many as you can.)” (n=7)
# of Categories
Pre à Post à
Pre-Training
Post-Training
Post-Implementation
Post
1à3à3

Lawn chemicals, ex: Roundup, storm runoff,
industrial waste, geologic contamination -->
metals in bedrock seep into water table.

Agriculture, industrial waste, litter, runoff,
sedimentation, erosion.

Litter, oil, heavy metals, lawn
chemicals/fertilizers, sewage like dog waste,
grass clippings, road salts.

2à3à3

Chemical run off, gasoline pollution, trash in
lakes + rivers, using more water than
needed.

Chemical run off, salt, trash, plastic, scat,
gasoline.

Trash/litter, fertilizer, gas, emissions, animal
waste, sediment, chemical runoff, oil runoff,
storm water runoff.

Factories, boating, pollution, fecal matter,
fertilizers (runoff), air pollution, car fluids
leaking (runoff).

Garbage, sediment, oil from
cars/trains/planes/boats, garbage from
streets getting into the storm drains,
pollution, fecal matter from animals or
leaking septic systems, upstream from
factories/chlorine/chemicals/breweries/etc.

Feces, oil from cars, factory pollution, litter,
farming chemicals.

Fertilizers, oil, and other liquids from
vehicles, grass clipping and other yard
waste, triclosan from soap, sediments from
eroded soils (and sand from the roads), salt
from the winter, trash etc.

From runoff sedimentation, trash, oil and
other liquids from cars, fertilizers, etc.

Runoff from streets and yards (things like
oil, fertilizers, trash, etc.). Sediments
collected from soils along the way. Sand and
salt picked up from winter roads.

Car leaks, trash falling into and running
along the storm drain systems, industrial
waste, increase water speed on paved
surfaces - creates faster currents, carries
more trash, and creates more erosion,
capitalism, unraked leaves - eutrophication.

Farm fertilizers, oil, car pollution - fuel/oil,
leaks, air exhaust, fecal matter, industrial
waste, trash.

Vehicle oils, exhaust, and parts pollution.
Storm drains carrying leaves and litter.
Amplified erosion due to vast impermeable
surfaces such as parking lots, streets, park
paths, stripped shorelines. Contamination
due to industrial/civilian waste outputs into
the river. Imbalanced ecosystems due to
over-crowded human population and less
wildlife and vegetation.

3à3à3
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# of Categories
Pre à Post à
Post

Pre-Training

Post-Training

Post-Implementation

3à3à3

Organic matter & leaves, branches etc.,
pollution: oil/gas runoff from cars, airplane
fuel condensates; chemical soil additives
(herbicides and pesticides), trash, industrial
waste in hot water from power plants,
nuclear waste, etc., pharmaceutical &
personal care product disposal.

Pharmaceuticals; personal care products;
organic debris; industrial waste; farm waste;
household waste; trash: plastic bottles,
cigarette butts, bags, wrappers, etc.; oil
based products from cans, planes, boats,
etc.

Storm water run-off; pollution from cars,
planes, etc.; agricultural sources, such as
herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers; pet
waste; litter including trash, paper, plastics,
etc.; industrial waste caused by
manufacturing processes; mining waste;
fracking, nuclear plant; and utility company
discharges; home owners not repairing leaky
cars, improper disposal of lawn and garden
waste, and excessive use of chemical
additives; and household cleaning products;
pharmaceuticals and medicines, and food
waste being put down drains.

3à3à3

Medications, fertilizers, street
salt/chemicals, litter, dissolved dirty
air/particles, leaf litter, used liquids (e.g.
improperly disposed of), invasive species,
runoff.

Oil, salt, cigarettes, fertilizers, medications,
human/animal waste, silt, dissolved
pesticide, litter, organic matter.

Litter, cigarette butts, salt/chemicals on
roads, fertilizers/chemicals on lawns, animal
excrement, sand/soil runoff, oil/gas/liquid
runoff.
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All of the educators knew more than three best management practices for urban
watersheds
One of the outcomes for the Splash Screen project was for educators to be able to list three common
Best Management Practices (BMPs) for urban watersheds. These might include rain barrels, rain
gardens, yard care, storm drain maintenance, or other practices that help retain water on a property.
During the training, Project WET activities also highlighted the importance of maintaining cleaner
watersheds through city planning and a variety of personal actions.
In the post-implementation survey, we asked educators to list things that they could do to protect their
local watersheds and compared these with their responses to the pre-training and post-training surveys.
We coded these comments by the number of correct examples educators listed (see Table 15). We did
not count listed items that might not be considered to be protecting urban watersheds (like ‘being
aware of where water flows’). Also, we counted items that were grouped together by the respondent as
one example (like, “make sure garbage and waste are picked up”). Any items not included in our coding
counts (because they were an incorrect or questionable response) are italicized.
Before the training, educators listed from one to seven BMPs for urban watershed, with an an average
of five practices cited across the seven educators. By the end of program implementation, all seven
educators were able to list at least three BMPs, with some educators listing as many as 10. On the postimplementation survey, educators were able to cite an average of seven BMPs; more than double the
project’s goal.
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Table 15. “What are some things that we can do to protect urban watersheds? (Try and list as many as you can.)” (n=7)
# Correct
Pre à Post
à Post

Pre-Training

Post-Training

Post-Implementation

5à6à3

Water clean-up programs, conserve water
when brushing teeth/showering, support
water treatment facilities, make sure cars
& boats are in good condition, hybrids!
Make sure garbage and waste are picked
up, pick up dog poop, use more natural
means of pesticides/herbicides.

River clean up, plant indigenous plants,
keep rivers & lakes in their natural state,
hybrid cars or bike, prairie/river
restoration programs, minimize water use
& ecological footprint.

Clean up trash, use environmentally friendly
chemicals, hybrid or electric cars, pick up dog poop,
use water treatment facilities.

1à3à4

Facilitate an understanding that polluting
the river (or any body of water) doesn't
come from just people visiting the river
and dropping their trash there. It comes
from everywhere. And what we do in our
homes, yards, schools, neighborhoods,
communities, etc. have an impact. Also
learning that all pollutants are not so
obvious as a candy wrapper and can have
much larger impacts.

Learn more about them, learn about how
they work, learn about how actions we
take have an impact on water (even if
that action is not directly related to the
river).

Decrease impermeable surfaces (put in things like
permeable pavers) Increase vegetation to decrease
erosion, especially in a buffer around the body of
water. Restore/build/take care of wetlands.

5à6à4

Clean up storm drains, pressure lawmakers
to regulate pollution/industry more,
encourage people to wash their cars on
grass, plant trees, raise gardens (watch out
for fertilizer), buy used clothing (global
water issue) - takes 3,000 gallons of water
to make new jeans.

Increase public awareness of: storm
drains, water treatment practices,
importance of shoreline native
vegetation, roads salting practices,
landscaping/urban planting, impermeable
surfaces.

Keep streets clean of litter and eutrophicating plant
materials. Re-establish shorelines and green spaces
with strong root systems instead of clean lawns,
pavement, gravel, etc. Apply public pressure to local
leaders in government and business to tighten
regulations for waste management for industries
and citizens: such as carwashes, factories, oil
disposal, etc. Designate more space to become
wildlife refuges, especially near bodies of water like
the Mississippi River.
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# Correct
Pre à Post
à Post

Pre-Training

Post-Training

Post-Implementation

6à4à7

Put trash and items in recycling, reduce
amount of consumed goods, re-use items,
walk/bike instead of drive, use less water,
educate others.

Conserve water, throw away trash;
advocate to others, do little things;
walk/bike places.

Don't litter. Pick up after animal waste. Create rain
gardens. Reduce driving. Create deep root grass
buffers around lakes, rivers, etc. Conserve water.
Educate others.

7à5à8

Conserve at home, increase [permeable]
surfaces for enter back into water table,
don't litter, pick up trash, recycle especially electronics - stop leaching into
water table, support local protection
agencies, be knowledgeable in local issues.

Pick-up litter, dispose of waste properly,
especially industrial, conserve, buffer
zones, increase [permeable] surface area.

Find appropriate trash/recycling receptacle. Sweep
grass clippings after mowing. Pick up dog waste. Pick
up litter. Limit use of salts in winter. Conserve water
usage (showers, dishes, laundry). Contact local
officials. Educate family and friends.

3 à 6 à 10

Avoid dumping in waters & sewers, don't
try to save your goldfish by 'freeing' in a
lake, plant deep-rooted gardens (rain
gardens), avoid clearing vegetation at
lake/river sides.

Rain gardens, native gardens, clear storm
sewers, advocate permeable pavers,
avoid litter, stop dumping, don't use
water (faucet, home, shower…)

Retain water in a rain garden; use permeable
materials where applicable (e.g. permeable pavers);
avoid inappropriate or over salting pavement; install
rain barrels; keep storm sewers clear; don't feed
ducks/geese; don't litter; pick-up waste; don't dump
bait/fish in waters; clean off equipment to avoid
invasive species transfer.

7 à 2 à 10

Limit pesticide and herbicide use, take
public transportation, reduced water
usage, do not place medicine and OTC
drugs into the water system, pick-up trash,
yard waste to compostables, no paint, oil,
etc., dumped into water system or yard.

Be aware of how water is used, in what
quantities, where it flows, and be diligent
in picking up recycling materials & trash.
All water is connected and must
therefore be used, but not abused.

Dispose of all materials listed above in the proper
manner; recycle; reduce, and reuse; plant grasses,
flowers, and trees are your property; wash cars on
your lawn; keep trash, litter, etc. out of storm drains
near you; pick-up litter, trash, and recyclable
material left by others and dispose of properly;
reduce water use by taking "Navy" showers; water
lawns at night; write your government
representatives to inform them of your concerns
about the above items; inform others of good
practices; help establish a community rain-garden.
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Almost all of the educators included place-based education practices
Place-based education was a core pedagogical approach of the Splash Screen curriculum. This approach
was taught and modeled to educators throughout the Splash Screen training during discussions about
how to connect the content to local water bodies, bringing in local experts, and talking about bringing
youth to local water-based sites. At the training, place-based education was defined as:
“Place-based education is the process of using local community and environment to teach
concepts of language arts, mathematics, social studies, science, and other subjects across the
curriculum. Emphasizing hands-on, real-world learning experiences, this approach to education
increases academic achievement, helps students develop stronger ties to their community,
enhances students’ appreciation for the natural world, and creates a heightened commitment
to serving as active, contributing citizens. Community vitality and environmental quality are
improved through the active engagement of local citizens, community organizations, and
environmental resources in the life of the school” (Sobel, 2004).
On the post-implementation survey, we asked educators to share ways they made their Splash Screen
programming more place-based. Six of the seven educators shared place-based practices they had
incorporated. Most of these educators talked about tying the learning to local sites; whether it be to
visit local water bodies, see first-hand the implementation of best management practices in the
community, or understand the American Indian history and significance of the local area. One of the
seven educators had a response that did not align with place-based practices. He/she simply talked
about taking youth outside to take pictures while on a walk, which doesn’t automatically make an
activity place-based. His/her response to this question and lack of description related to how the
outdoor activity might be place-based suggests that he/she may lack understanding of what it means to
make a program place-based.
“Think about the way that you changed the Splash Screen curriculum for different program locations. In
what ways did you make it place-based? Please give as many examples as you can.” (n=7)
• Field trips to local Minnehaha Creek watershed sites; focus on BMPs that are present in local
parks; estimate the total runoff for the park sites; neighborhood walks to local rain gardens.
• Went to a lake and performed multiple water quality tests on it, including looking for water
bugs, taking the oxygen level of the lake, using a Secchi disk to test clarity of water. Tour a
conservation district office to see what BMPs they had in place such as a permeable paver
parking lot, rain gardens. Tour rain gardens in local community.
• We were lucky and able to teach on the Mississippi River. So for just about every major idea
discussed in the Splash Screen curriculum, we were able to go out and see that process, or
effect happening on or around the river. We also made sure to take time to just explore the
river and the watershed directly surrounding it, so that our students were able to just observe
what was happening without us telling them.
• We used local sites for our day in the field. We invited local water experts to discuss what is
going on in their local watershed.
• Seeing Your Watershed: I used a white plastic table cloth and placed over the ground of where
we were at, and then first sprayed the cloth with clear water. Next we added food coloring to
the water and sprayed the cloth again. This led to discussion like Blue River, Seeing Your
Watershed; and pollution and runoff issues. These topics were then discussed by observing the
part of the Mississippi River where we were at. Runoff, Best Practices and pollution were topics
that we discussed through-out the course. Site runoff was discussed during our numerous
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•

•

outdoor activities. I used the activities in the Ecolab booklet on storm water and we discussed
these as a group. Likewise, we [did] runoff calculations outside and visually estimated the
percentage as compared to doing the math. Incredible Journey: for my last group, we did this
activity outside near locations which approximated the particular activity site. IE: the "river"
block was placed near the MS River, and the "plant" block near vegetation and flowers.
Our program ran at a local park in East St. Paul, where youth live and could walk to program if
need be. Place-based learning happened by exploring the area, learning American Indian history
and significance of that area, and then offering our healing prayers and tobacco ties to honor
that place in a significant, creative, and communal way.
We took [the tablet] on a walk with us to take and annotate pictures.

Almost all of the educators engaged with watershed experts
Bringing in local experts was one way educators were encouraged to make their program more placebased. In the post-implementation survey, we asked educators to list the the local experts that met with
their 4-H groups (see Table 16). Five of the seven educators reported that experts had visited their
programs. One educator commented that they were unable to meet with a local expert and another
educator listed an expert that she had consulted with who was unable to attend the program.
Table 16. Educators collaborated with experts with an array of backgrounds to augment programming at
different locations.
Role

Locations Visited

Master Water Stewards

MLK, Pershing, Pearl, Harriett Tubman
Center

Water Resources Specialist for the Minneapolis Park Board

Pearl, Pershing, Packer Pad

Canoe/Aquatic Invasive Species Specialist for Minneapolis Parks

MLK, Pershing

Director of Environmental Projects at Metro Blooms

MLK

Water Resources Management for Three Rivers Park District

Coon Rapids Dam

Washington Conservation District Representatives

Washington County

Mississippi Watershed Management Organization
Representatives

Heritage Park

Lakota Language and Culture Specialist

AIMS*

Basset Creek History Project Representative

Heritage Park

National Park Services Volunteers

Harriett Tubman

Civil Engineer at St. Anthony Falls Laboratory

Harriett Tubman

*This expert was unable to attend the AIMS program, but consulted with the educator.
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Educators demonstrated a range of knowledge about the benefits and drawbacks
of using technology in environmental education
In addition to place-based education practices, educators were taught about incorporating technology
into outdoor environmental education experiences. Educators were asked to list the pros and cons of
using technology in environmental education settings in the post-training survey and again in the postimplementation survey. While some individual responses varied, most of the educators identified similar
benefits and drawbacks after-training and after engaging with the technology during Splash Screen
programming. Their reflections, shared in Table 17, suggest that educators recognize situations in which
technology can be useful and when it can be a distraction. They value the technology for supporting
creative final project design, providing opportunities for introverted youth to participate, giving curious
youth a way to explore topics in more depth right away, and providing access to visuals that show local
sites during different seasons and through time. Educators thought that drawbacks of using technology
tools might be increased distraction in youth, youth not taking advantage of the opportunity to “unplug”
from screen-based technology, and creating a potentially uncomfortable experience for youth who are
not experienced tech users if not enough time is devoted to skill building.
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Table 17. “What do you feel might be the benefits of using these tools during outdoor environmental education experiences?” (n=7) and “What
do you feel might be the drawbacks of using these tools during outdoor environmental experiences?” (n=7)
Post-Training

Post-Implementation

Benefits

Drawbacks

Benefits

Drawbacks

Location services. Access to maps
and geography.

Distraction. Makes answers too
readily available--Google effect of
every answer at fingertips rather
than needing to be thought through.
Blogging is not necessarily different
than reflection essays.

Worked well as a "carrot" for the end of
the day to keep youth engaged. Allowed
creativity in final presentations. Provided
opportunity for introvert youth to express
their ideas/opinions outside public
speaking or game playing.

Too easy a distraction. Too easy to
Google an answer rather than think
through a hypothesis of what MIGHT be
true first. Inconsistent Internet access.
Some lessons seemed to be built more to
capitalize on the technology than the
lesson itself: e.g. seeing a watershed
works as well without Google My Maps.

If a young person wants to learn
more about what they are
experiencing outdoors they can
pull out the tablet and do some
research or apply what they are
learning directly in apps and
contribute to an online learning
community. I feel like the
technology can help young
people go deeper into their
learning right when it is sparked
in the outdoors.

My concerns with being outdoors
and using technology is that young
people will not experience fully what
nature has to offer. They might miss
a bird flying right past them because
they are looking up a flower. There is
a calming and relaxing experience
that comes out of nature and I am
afraid that young people won't be
fully engaged in that experience
when there is technology. It is just
helping them understand a balance
of using the technology to further
learn but also experience the
outdoors.

Learners can get answers to questions right
away and continue to learn about the topic
more in depth.

Sometimes technology doesn't work or
youth are not skilled and that could
disappoint youth which then could shut
them off to the learning topics.
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Post-Training

Post-Implementation

Benefits

Drawbacks

Benefits

Drawbacks

It's a good tool to direct focus,
and it's a great way to bring a lot
of different ideas together.

Sometimes, in utilizing this
technology, we are feeding into our
culture’s obsession with technology.
Sometimes you need to just unplug
and be in the moment you’re in, to
look up and see what's around you.

Technology allows students to be
interactive in a different way. It's also very
much become a part of how we think and
how we communicate, using technology.
So it makes sense that we would teach
using technology.

A lot of times it's difficult to use
technology in outdoor ed. Things like
internet can be very unreliable. If one
person's tech isn't working properly it
slows everyone else down. Also, and
honestly more importantly, I think it's
really important for people to unplug.
Spend time away from our screens and to
look up and look around. Environmental
education is all about being fully
immersive. It's not possible to do that
when you have a screen in front of your
face.

Students are more engaged; they
can see pictures of things in their
environment that aren't present
when they are looking- whether it
is the wrong season or wrong
time of day. They can take
pictures of what they think is
interesting and find relevance in
what they are learning. I really
liked the idea of students creating
a learning blog and to
communicate their ideas with
each other.

The potential for the technology to
be faulty or a distraction instead of a
tool. The potential for students to
bully each other.

Kids are engaged with technology. They
can look up answers to their questions right
away. They can see other areas of the
world and compare them to their homes.

Off task behavior. Too engaged in the
screen that they don't look up.
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Post-Training

Post-Implementation

Benefits

Drawbacks

Benefits

Drawbacks

Students witness and learn how
technology can be used in many
different capacities combine 21st
century realities of a techcentered society to find new ways
to connect to their outdoor place.

Teacher may have to compete more
for attention of students to give
directions students in this program
may not have opportunities to
"disconnect" from technology, while
outdoors, but perhaps may be more
enabled/attached to their devices in
future while outdoors
possible/probable damage to
technology

The majority of tablet use including
reflection and final project creation took
place indoors. I will address this question in
both locations: Indoors: Students enjoyed
the independence of researching their final
project topics. They also loved to
troubleshoot the new apps, creating new
animations and videos in practice for their
final projects. Outdoors: The tablets were
certainly a major draw in enrolling in these
camps, and were very exciting to hand out
on the first day. During outdoor,
environmental education experiences,
students used tablets to take photos and
videos, which they were very engaged in,
and enjoyed. For example, one group of
students was very fearful of poison ivy on
our hike (there was no poison ivy
anywhere). But instead of telling them that,
I encouraged students to look up what
poison ivy looks like and where it grows.
This particular instance, I found was a great
benefit for students to use tablets for
answers and interpretation.

Similar to number 6, the majority of
tablet use was indoors. I will address this
question in both locations: Indoors:
Specifically, I believe this particular
model of tablet had major drawbacks as
a facilitator. Many buildings we were
based out of had limited in-house wifi or
had stucco walls, which made it
challenging for students to connect to
the internet. Kidblog also had several
bugs that were challenging for students
to engage in the technology. I believe
that these challenges were extremely
limiting to really capture student learning
and progress. For example, if wifi worked
for only 1-2 minutes, students would
quickly type a reflection statement. With
their resources and time, as well as
increasing frustration, I think our
students’ reflections may not truly
capture the true learning and reflection
that took place, simply because they
couldn't type it without encountering an
internet connection problem. Outdoors:
In general, the drawbacks of using
technology tools during OEE (and any
other subject/setting) is if the technology
piece is being used as their lens to the
outdoors, instead of their own eyes and
hands. I felt in these camps, students
were more distracted in their learning
than having their learning enhanced by
the technology.
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Post-Training

Post-Implementation

Benefits

Drawbacks

Benefits

Drawbacks

These tools are essential to
outside inquiry. Students will
experience the wonder of being
outside and be able to explore
the inter-relations of nature
based systems. Additionally, they
will be able to experience and/or
first-hand the effects humans
have on these systems.

The largest drawback is the weather
and the time it takes to set-up these
programs. However, both of these
factors can be overcome. In the case
of weather, students will learn that
scientists must do their field work
under all types of weather
conditions.

The benefits would include learning and
using new applications to assist in
understanding the various processes and
variables that affect water flow, location,
pollution, etc. Students can quickly
investigate local, regional, and global water
impacts. students can use the technology
to locate where they are physically at and
what water bodies are nearby. They can
then use this technology to expand their
search to include a wider area. In many
respects, the information technology is a
convenient, quick, and accurate means to
gain requested information.

Technological drawbacks would include
protection of the equipment from
adverse elements; signal disruption
where the electronics do not work, and
reliance solely on the electronics.
Additionally, people can become too
focused on the technology rather than
using their own senses to explore their
environment.

[No pre]

[No pre]

Tablets and internet access give students
more options for learning methods.

Students who are underprepared due to
limited access to technology tools
struggle to take advantage of using them.
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Educators gained skills that increased their comfort facilitating technology
experiences
On the post-implementation survey, educators were asked what, if any, skills they may have gained
around using technology with youth in environmental education. Educators tended to discuss a variety
of skills they gained. Three educators (their comments are first in the list below) wrote about skills
related to particular apps or use of technology. Six educators discussed skills around facilitating
technology experiences with youth.
“What, if any, skills do you think you may have gained around using technology with youth in
environmental education?” (n=7)
• Using different forms of processing tools/apps. Communication skills using online forums.
Responsibility for devices. Typing skills.
• I have learned a lot about the use of technology for doing presentations not only faster, but also
by a number of different venues.
• Patience- re-teaching in many ways to allow students to independently navigate next time
without teacher assistance Priority- when is learning being compromised by troubleshooting.
Navigating new apps.
• Remain flexible with technology: it does not always work the way you think. But kids are
understanding: be honest with where issues arise and have them help find solutions. Some kids
are drawn to technology while others pull back. Good to find a balance. Always think through
what the purpose of the lesson is first: if technology issues are creating hang-ups for the
intended take-a-away, put the tech away and try something new.
• Trying to have one one one technology to learner ratios. Set boundaries around when to put the
technology away if it is not working. Provide youth with coping skills if the technology is not
working or the learner is having difficulties.
• I have definitely learned how to better set boundaries and how to plan for the time it takes to
do use new technologies with kids.
• Leading youth in research, exploring their neighborhoods with maps creation, and sharing their
ideas in an online community (which can be lower stakes and easily shareable).

Educators had a variety of recommendations for future training and use of the
Splash Screen curriculum
To help inform future implementation and scale up of the Splash Screen project, we asked educators
what they felt were the most important improvements the Splash Screen team (TPT – Twin Cities Pubic
Television) could make to the project going forward. Six educators offered their recommendations. Four
educators had comments around the use of technology including more support around learning to use
the technology and thoughts about the use of KidBlog. Two educators suggested more training and
support around program planning. Two educators recommended adding more recreational activities to
the curriculum, one mentioning the importance of asking youth for input into what those activities
might be.
“Now that you've completed your work with the Splash Screen project, what do you feel are the most
important improvements that TPT could make to the project going forward?” (n=6)
• Having an expert come in to set students' accounts up with them would have been helpful. We
lost a lot of time in just learning how to use the devices correctly.
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•

•

•

•

•

Condensing the amount of technology use. I know that it's an important part, but it felt like we
spent the majority of time in our classroom figuring out new technologies, and not going out to
look around. I think things could be simplified and have a few programs that function for several
different curriculum points.
Add lessons where youth can get their hands dirty. Days for the summer camps appear to have
been made for PARENTS rather than YOUTH: without recreation activities, play, and breaks it
would be too much. As an after-school program, would be slick. For KidBlog, perhaps an "online
diary" format would be more successful over a longer period of time. That is, each youth
receives a page to comment on their own impressions and thoughts. Thus, everything they have
to say is in one place. The technology was ESSENTIAL for final projects. Keep youth engaged and
creative. However, should not be a limiting factor. Those who desire to make dioramas or
posters were encouraged to do so!
First, I felt the lesson plans were outstanding! I made minor adaptations based on the student
dynamics and to incorporate it into place-based learning. Going forward, the only thing I would
improve would be to increase the speed of KidsBlog. A site survey should be done beforehand to
work out any software/electrical connectivity issues for the particular site. The Hot Spots
worked well.
Definitely make sure to continue the program! Families and youth were very happy with the
program and took away lots of great learning around watersheds. I would have preferred to
have the training sooner than when it was in March. Program planning felt a little rushed
between the training and the start of programs. I didn't really get anything out of the evening
support calls because my program was one full week and then done. I may have felt different if
my program was weekly and I could have time to make changes.
More training and straightforward planning time with the group leaders. We did not complete
some of the lessons because we did not plan enough. Perhaps give the splash screen leaders a
rough idea of how much time they need to dedicate to planning the lessons. There were a lot of
factors leading up to our club making little curricular progress, (besides anything in the power of
TPT), and so we would try a pilot curriculum again, but knowing we need to be planning and
meeting as leaders at least once a week. None of our schedules allowed for enough meeting
time. But our youth had strong Social-Emotional Learning outcomes of gained empathy,
relationship skills, teamwork, social awareness, etc. For the youth, they did learn a lot about
watersheds, but in a way that we all could manage, at a snail’s pace with more activities like
canoeing, walking, photography, funny games, drawing movies about water, etc. I would give
room in the curriculum for each youth worker to have youth plan what extra fun activities they
would like to do in the summer. Youth voice is so important for buy-in. So we brought that into
the pilot as much as possible.

Educator Demographics
The Splash Screen educators that responded to the post-implementation survey ranged in age and were
college educated. As illustrated in Table 18, over half are in their 20s. All of the educators had a college
degree, three with a bachelor’s degree and four with a graduate degree.
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Table 18. “How old are you?” (n=7)
Age Range

Number of Educators

19

0

20-29

4

30-39

2

40-49

0

50-59

0

60-69

1

Summary of Findings
Summative evaluation of the Splash Screen program was guided by four overarching evaluation
questions that are aligned with project outcomes for educators and youth.
1. To what extent does the project increase educator awareness and knowledge of issues around
watershed health and environmental stewardship?
2. To what extent do educators integrate place-based educagon strategies into their use of the
Splash Screen program?
3. To what extent does the project increase educator knowledge and skills around the integragon
of technology into environmental educagon?
4. To what extent do youth increase their awareness and knowledge about watersheds, issues and
decisions that aﬀect watershed health, and acgons they can take to be stewards of watersheds
in their community?
Summative evaluation findings are presented by each evaluation question. We also provided a summary
of what we learned about Splash Screen program implementation and attendance. Overall, the Splash
Screen project was more successful in addressing educator outcomes than youth outcomes.

Evaluation Question 1: Educator knowledge of watershed health and stewardship
The first evaluation question, “To what extent does the project increase educator awareness and
knowledge of issues around watershed health and environmental stewardship?,” was answered by
measuring educators’ awareness and knowledge of what a watershed is, sources of watershed pollution,
and best management practices. All three of these topic areas were related to Splash Screen educator
outcomes. The Splash Screen project successfully met these three outcomes for all seven educators.
All educators could define a watershed
By the end of the project, all educators described watersheds in a way that aligned with the Project WET
definition. Of these individuals, half of them came to the initial training with a definition that completely
aligned with the Project WET definition and continued to describe watersheds in this way on their posttraining and post-implementation surveys. This increase is also reflected in educators’ self-assessed
knowledge, where only three individuals felt very knowledgeable about the definition of a watershed at
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at the beginning of the training, but six out of the seven educators felt very knowledge by the end of the
project.
Educators were knowledgeable of all three types of watershed pollution
Educators had varying levels of knowledge of watershed pollution sources before the training. Only four
out of the seven educators mentioned pollution sources from all three categories of watershed
pollution. All educators started the project knowing chemical sources, but four educators failed to
mention organic or man-made sources. By the end of the training, all seven educators were
knowledgeable of all three types of watershed pollution. This knowledge remained after postimplementation.
All of the educators were able to list more than three best management practices for urban
watersheds
One of the project outcomes was that educators would leave the project knowledgeable of at least
three best management practices for urban watersheds. Before the training, educators listed from one
to seven best management practices for urban watersheds, with an an average of five practices cited
across the seven educators. By the end of program implementation, all seven educators were able to list
at least three best management practices, with some educators listing as many as 10. On the postimplementation survey, educators were able to cite an average of seven BMPs; more than double the
project’s goal.
Even though educators were able to identify a wide range of best management practices both at the
beginning and end of the project, they tended to not rate themselves high in that knowledge. At the
beginning of the project, three felt a little knowledgeable and four felt fairly knowledgeable of actions
that youth can take to help improve their local watershed. By the end of the project, only three felt very
knowledgeable, three felt fairly knowledgeable, and one only felt a little knowledgeable.

Evaluation Question 2. Educators’ use of place-based education strategies
The second evaluation question, “To what extent do educators integrate place-based education
strategies into their use of the Splash Screen program?,” was answered by understanding educator
knowledge and implementation of place-based strategies, including bringing in local experts. The
question aligns with one of the project outcomes stating that educators would increase their
understanding of place-based education and how to implement it within an environmental education
setting. The program was slightly more successful in increasing educator knowledge of how to engage
youth in environmental science in their own community, than how to engage local experts to facilitate
learning experiences with youth. Almost all the educators successfully described strategies to integrate
place-based education practices into their programming, including the use of watershed experts.
There were large gains in knowledge of place-based education
Educators had gains in knowledge about how to help youth learn about environmental science in the
context of their own communities. Before the training, four educators had only a little knowledge of this
practice. By the end of the project, knowledge had shifted. Four educators felt fairly knowledgeable and
three educators felt very knowledge about how to implement this place-based education strategy.
Some educators increased their knowledge of how to engage local experts
Even though most educators engaged with local experts, only some of the educators left the project
feeling very knowledgeable of how to do this. At the beginning of the project, three educators felt a
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little knowledgeable of how to engage experts and four felt fairly knowledgeable. By the end of the
project, there was a slight shift and three individuals felt very knowledgeable and three felt fairly
knowledgeable. However, there was still one person that only felt a little knowledgeable of how to
engage local experts.
Almost all of the educators included place-based education practices in their Splash Screen
programming
Six of the seven educators incorporated place-based practices into their programming. Most of these
educators talked about tying the learning to local sites; whether it be to visit local water bodies, see
first-hand the implementation of best management practices in the community, or understand the
American Indian history and significance of the local area. One of the seven educators seemed to lack an
understanding of what it means to make a program place-based. When describing place-based practices
he/she integrated into programming, the educator simply talked about bringing youth outside to take
pictures while on a walk, which doesn’t automatically make an activity place-based.
Almost all educators engaged with watershed experts as part of their Splash Screen programming
Bringing in local experts was one way educators were encouraged to make their program more placebased. Five of the seven educators reported that they had engaged local experts to come to one or
more of their program sessions, and an additional educator consulted with an expert who was unable to
attend the program. Local experts that became involved in Splash Screen programming were from a
wide variety of professional roles.

Evaluation Question 3: Educators’ knowledge and skills around technology
integration in environmental education
The third evaluation question, “To what extent does the project increase educator knowledge and skills
around the integration of technology into environmental education?,” was answered by asking
educators about their knowledge of the benefits and drawbacks of using technology in environmental
education, as well as the skills they gained around using technology with youth in environmental
education. Educators were knowledgeable of a wide range of benefits and drawbacks to integrating
technology into environmental education programming. The Splash Screen project was successful in
increasing educators’ skills around the use of technology in environmental education and facilitating
technology experiences with youth.
Educators demonstrated a range of knowledge around the benefits and drawbacks of using
technology in environmental education
While some individual responses varied, most of the educators identified similar benefits and drawbacks
after-training and after engaging with the technology during Splash Screen programming. Their
reflections suggest that educators recognize situations in which technology can be useful and when it
can be a distraction. They value the technology for supporting creative final project design, providing
opportunities for introverted youth to participate, giving curious youth a way to explore topics in more
depth right away, and providing access to visuals that show local sites during different seasons and
through time. Educators thought that drawbacks of using technology tools might be increased
distraction in youth, youth not taking advantage of the opportunity to “unplug” from screen-based
technology, and creating a potentially uncomfortable experience for youth who are not experienced
tech users if not enough time is devoted to skill building.
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Educators reported gaining skills that increased their comfort using technology and facilitating
technology experiences
Educators gained a variety of skills around using technology with youth in environmental education.
Gaining skills around facilitating technology experiences with youth was discussed by six educators,
while skills related to particular apps or use of technology were mentioned by three educators.

Evaluation Question 4: Youth awareness and knowledge of watersheds, watershed
health, and stewardship
The fourth evaluation question, “To what extent do youth increase their awareness and knowledge
about watersheds, issues and decisions that affect watershed health, and actions they can take to be
stewards of watersheds in their community?,” was answered by asking questions to measure Splash
Screen’s youth outcomes around knowledge of the definition a watershed, understanding of actions
that hurt and help a watershed, and awareness of storm water runoff and what people can do to
prevent it. There were some areas where the program was successful in increasing youth’s awareness
and knowledge, and other areas where the program wasn’t as successful in doing so. The program was
successful in increasing youth’s understanding of a variety of actions that could help or harm a
watershed. Two-thirds of youth were able to suggest best management practices to reduce runoff at
local sites, but a third were unable to. The program was successful in increasing Twin Cities youth’s
understanding of their local watershed, but less so in increasing Duluth youth’s knowledge of their local
watershed. A majority of youth understood that storm drains lead straight to nearby waterways, but a
quarter of youth still had misconceptions that storm drains lead to water treatment plants. The program
was unsuccessful in helping youth obtain an accurate definition of a watershed at an early stage in the
program, with less than a tenth of youth being able to describe a watershed after Lesson 2 of the
curriculum.
Youth showed gains in being able to correctly identify the name of their local watershed, with the
Twin Cities youth showing higher gains than Duluth
Part of understanding what a watershed is, is being able to identify your own local watershed. Before
the program, about one quarter of youth in the Twin Cities and Duluth were able to correctly identify
the name of their local watershed. After the program, most of the Twin Cities youth (81%) correctly
identified their local watershed as the “Mississippi River watershed,” but only half of the Duluth youth
correctly identified their local watershed as the “Lake Superior watershed.”
Less than a tenth of youth could correctly describe a watershed after Lesson 2
Lesson 2 of Splash Screen guided youth to construct their own definition of a watershed early in the
program. After Lesson 2, only 8% of youth were able to provide a definition of watersheds that
described the land and its relation to water flowing to a particular water body. It is possible that youth
developed a stronger understanding of the major features of a watershed during the rest of the
programming, but most did not walk away from this lesson with a working definition.
Youth had a better understanding of actions that could harm or support watershed health
Youth came into the program with some familiarity of actions they could take to help a watershed, and
left with an increased understanding of helpful behaviors. At the beginning of the program, almost all
youth knew that picking up litter off the street helps watersheds and three-quarters understood that
picking up dog waste helps. Planting native plants near the side of the road and using a rain barrel to
collect water were least familiar to youth. At the end of the program, a majority of youth were able to
correctly identify the five actions in the list that help watersheds. Almost all the youth identified planting
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a rain garden and picking up dog waste as helpful actions. There were large gains in the number of youth
understanding that planting native plants near the side of the road, creating a rain garden in someone’s
yard, and collecting water in a rain barrel would help a watershed.
Over half the youth entered the program unfamiliar with some of the actions that can hurt a watershed,
however there were gains in the number of youth being able to identify harmful actions by the end of
the program. Most youth entered the program understanding that pouring oil down a storm drain is
harmful and by the end of the program almost all the youth could identify this as a harmful action. Close
to half the youth entered the program aware that washing a car with soap in the driveway and using salt
to melt sidewalk ice were harmful actions, at the end of the program this increased to close to threequarters of youth for both of these actions. Youth were least familiar with the effects of paving over a
gravel lot to make a basketball court at the beginning of the program and only half the youth knew this
was harmful by the end.
A majority of youth understood that storm drains lead straight to nearby waterways, but some youth
still had misconceptions
A little more than half the youth came into the program correctly identifying where water goes after
entering a storm drain, but two-fifths had the misconception that water goes to a water treatment plant
after entering the storm sewer. Correct understandings of storm water runoff increased to 70% at the
end of the program. However, a quarter of youth still left the program with a misconception that water
is treated after entering a storm drain.
Two-thirds of youth were able to suggest best management practices to reduce runoff at local sites
After completing Lesson 8 of the Splash Screen program, two-thirds of the youth were able to describe
best management practices to reduce runoff at local sites. Of the 29 youth who correctly described best
management practices, over half (55%) offered hardscaping examples of non-plant features, such as rain
barrels, roof design and permeable paving. About three-quarters (76%) of the youth best management
responses included changes to landscaping to incorporate more plantings, rain gardens or holding ponds
where water could be slowed down.

Program delivery and attendance
The program reached 107 youth participants from 13 programs and was delivered in either four-day
intensive or multi-week sessions. Nine of the programs were delivered over four intensive days that
drew almost exclusively from the Splash Screen program and Project WET curricula. The other four
programs were delivered over the course of several weeks and were augmented by additional content
and experiences.
Educators adapted how they implemented the order of the Splash Screen lessons. While all of the
programs began by implementing Lessons 1 and 2 and concluded with the final presentation share-out
in Lesson 13, there was a lot of variability in the order of delivery for the rest of the lessons in the
program guide. During webinars, educators shared that this flexibility of program design helped them to
implement Splash Screen in the context of the ever-changing weather, the availability of local experts,
and their access to other programming resources.
Finally, there was variation in daily youth attendance and overall attendance based on the program
type. Daily attendance was higher for four-day programs than multiweek programs. Overall attendance
was also higher for four day programs (70% of youth attended all four days) compared to multiweek
programming (22% of youth attended all days of multiweek programming).
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Appendix A: Splash Screen Logic Model
Activities

Audience

Outcomes

TPT staff activities for 4-H leaders:
• 2-day training for 4-H educators
o Place-based educa8on
o Technology overview
o Project WET curriculum
o Connec8ons to community
watershed experts
• Splash Screen Curriculum
• SciGirls educators’ website
o Online technology tutorials
o Videos to model inquiry process
o Science inquiry overview
• Webinars
• Poster session event

4-H programs

Outcomes for Educators:
• Increased awareness and knowledge of issues of watershed health and environmental
stewardship
o Understand what a watershed is.
o Understanding of issues related to urban watershed pollu8on including storm
drain issues caused by runoﬀ from yard waste, roadways and liPer.
o Can list three common Best Management Prac8ces for urban watersheds (i.e.
steps that home-owners can take to mi8gate storm drain issues, like using rain
gardens, rain barrels, yard care, storm drain maintenance).
• Increased knowledge and skills around the integra8on of technology into environmental
educa8on
o Understanding of pros and cons of using technology in environmental educa8on
and when it’s appropriate to use it. Pros: Tech is ﬂexible; it can help engage older
youth since they may already be familiar with it. Cons: Youth may more focus on
tech than natural landscapes.
o Increased comfort facilita8ng media products with 4-H groups.
• Increased understanding of place based educa8on and how to implement it within an
environmental educa8on seYng
o Understand the importance of taking kids outside
o Integrate community experts into the program (program tells educators when to
bring in experts, but not who – that is up to each program). Experts will help
educators make larger connec8ons (diﬀerent ways of knowing).
o Understand the big ideas/reasons for place based educa8on
• Increased understanding of inquiry-based science
o Understand what inquiry looks like when implemented

4-H leader activities for youth:
• Provide programming for youth based on
the Splash Screen curriculum (25 hours of
hands-on learning per child).
• Collaborate with watershed experts.
• Youth develop project and share at poster
session.

Middle
school youth

Outcomes for Youth:
• Be able to deﬁne a watershed.
• Understand that everyone makes decisions about water resources and be able to connect
ac8ons that people might take with hur8ng or helping watersheds.
• Become aware of storm water runoﬀ and what people can do to prevent it .
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Appendix B: Youth Responses to Journal Prompt About Defining a Watershed
This Appendix includes youths’ response to the the journal prompt, “What is a Watershed?” Responses
are verbatim except in a few instances. In some cases, we modified youth responses to include
punctuation that might be helpful for the reader, as well as to correct spelling where meaning would be
lost without the substitution. Words in hard brackets indicate a substantial edit by the evaluators.
Numbers in hard brackets following a comment denote the number of times that exact comment was
repeated in the responses. The programs that youth attended are indicated in blue italicized font
following their comments.
Youth responses were categorized into four categories based on how well they aligned with the
project’s definition of a watershed. In some cases, subcategories were developed under the larger
categories.
• Completely in line: Response included the relaLonship of water and land in a way that
reﬂected the project’s deﬁniLon of a watershed.
• Align somewhat: Response included parLal ideas of what a watershed is and/or used one of
the watershed vocabulary terms (without completely describing a watershed).
• Does not align: Response did not align with the deﬁniLon of a watershed.
• Unsure: Response where youth indicated that they didn’t know the answer.

Youth responses to the journal prompt, “What is a watershed?” (n=71)
8% (6) Definition completely in line
• A watershed is water that flows from a large area into one river. The rivers are also connected in
some way. One area can also be part of multiple watersheds, like a mountain that flows to
multiple different different lakes, streams, valleys, etc.… Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• Watersheds are the areas around a lake, River, etc. All the water that goes into a watershed will
end up in the lake, river, etc., that is in the watershed!!!!!!!! Washington County
• A slope [where water is] collected or a valley. Washington County
• A watershed is an area in which all the water in the area will go to the same spot. Washington
County
• The slope on the land that makes water go into the river\lake. Coon Rapids Dam, Summer
Session
• An area of land that collects water that goes to a body of water. Coon Rapids Dam, Summer
Session
34% (24) Definition aligns somewhat
Described a watershed as a place where water collects (didn’t talk about water flowing down a land
area)
• A watershed is an area where water collects. The Mississippi river is a watershed. It has many
tributaries. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• Our watershed is Basset Creek. It is part of millions of tributary of water resource that will make
the Mississippi. ⛲
⛄Heritage Park, Spring Session
• A watershed is a place where water from another place collects. Minneapolis Parks & Rec,
Martin Luther King Jr.
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•
•
•
•

A watershed is an area where all the water drains to one place. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin
Luther King Jr.
Where all water goes to become safe. Coon Rapids Dam, Summer Session
A watershed is the area where all the water flows to the same spot! Coon Rapids Dam, Spring
Session
I think a watershed is a place that rain water or any type of [water] that falls from the sky goes
to. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park

Described a watershed as water flowing or connecting together
• I think a Watershed is water that connects always moving. It has headwaters and a mouth.
Heritage Park, Spring Session
• Connection of water bodies that are called always moving, head water, mouth (Etc.). Heritage
Park, Spring Session
• A water shed is a water system that starts from a headwater to the mouth. It has many system
and goes to a river EX Mississippi river. The end. Heritage Park, Spring Session
• Where water flows into a bigger water feature. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• A watershed is a string of water. It flows together. In the winter it is slow, in the spring it goes
fast. Heritage Park, Spring Session
• Water that connects to more water. [Water drop emoji.] Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• A watershed is a place where water connects and goes if it does not get licked up, evaporated,
or gets nasty. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• Water that flows. Water that connects to a lake or river or pond or anything. Coon Rapids Dam,
Spring Session
• I think a watershed are bodies of water that flows into a huge body of water. Washington
County
• Water flows into one thing. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• Our watershed moves to the Mississippi River. A watershed moves one group of water to
another. Heritage Park, Spring Session
Described a watershed as an area that divides bodies of water
• A watershed is an area of land that separates water flowing to different rivers. Washington
County
• A watershed is an area where water is divided to different rivers and stuff. American Indian
Magnet School
• A watershed is a piece of land or rigid area that separates two bodies. Waters that flow into a
basin or sea. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
Described a watershed as water flowing from a high to a low point
• A watershed is a flow of water where there is a high and low point. Minneapolis Parks & Rec,
Martin Luther King Jr.
• Where water starts at a high point and ends at a low point. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin
Luther King Jr.
• A lower area where the water goes. Washington County
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46% (33) Definition does not align
Described a watershed as a place to hold or store water
• Watershed is a huge water storage. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park
• Water storage. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park
• A place to hold water. Packer Pad
• Where water is kept. Heritage Park, Summer Session
Described a watershed as a place where water goes
• It is where water goes. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr.
• It is a place where water goes. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr.
• It is where water will go. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr.
• It is where the water goes. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr.
• A Watershed is a place where water goes to different places. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin
Luther King Jr.
Described a watershed as flowing or moving water
• Flowing water. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park
• A watershed is flowing water. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park
• A watershed is a place with flowing or exiting water. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park
• WATER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IT IS WHERE WATER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
FLOWS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Minneapolis Parks &
Rec, Pershing Park
• Flowing water. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park
• A watershed is water flowing. I am pretty sure of. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park
• Watershed is the way water travels from one place to another and what's in-between.
Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr.
Described a watershed as a shed that holds water
• A silly shed full of water # $the alien see’s you. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• A shed full of water. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• I think a watershed is a shed with water inside it. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• I think it is a shed that holds water. Packer Pad
• A water shed is probably a shed with water in it or water shaped like a shed I don't know but if
you know your smart because I don't know what it is if you know plz tell me PLZ!! Minneapolis
Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• My definition of watershed is a water community also called a body of water is affected by
landscape which makes a river which is called water migration. Is sent to another water
community. But the sun is a bully. The sun make the water turn into clouds which is called
evaporation and condensation. A few hours then the clouds will cry which is call preparation and
the water goes somewhere else probably on another body of water. And that is a water cycle.
And the water goes to a shed making a water shed where water can just hang out. American
Indian Magnet School
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•

I think a watershed is either a body of water or a source of water helping a city or a community
or maybe it's totally something that's not professional at ALL and is just a shed with water in I
don't know anything about it! Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park

Other
• A watershed is the boundary surrounding the area of a river that the water flows into.
Washington County
• A watershed is a very hilly or valley that has very many drops of water. I have had a very great
experience with water. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• I think a watershed is a place where water goes in a community to get cleaned for other
purposes. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• I am assuming that a watershed is like a water transplant. I would like to learn about watersheds
more. The reason I would like to learn more about watersheds is because they seems interesting
to learn about. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• Every year new water comes in. To help nature. Heritage Park, Spring Session
• What I think a watershed is where water goes down a drain and then cleans the water. The
other thing I think it is where water connects where they joins together and get cleaned and
always moving. Heritage Park, Spring Session
• Water that gets Scott in to the grant. Coon Rapids Dam, Summer Session
•
•
•

Coon Rapids Dam, Summer Session
Dirty water. Heritage Park, Summer Session
No. A watershed cleans the water. That's all. % I don't know any watersheds. But if I
did.................... I will poop on it. Make that water dirty. Then I'll clean it with my own
watershed. And I would destroy my watershed and make another one. And I would destroy
Rebecca's favorite notebook. And make her another one. Anyways, back to the water.
Hmmmmmmmm,............hmmmmmmMmmmmmmm.............................. I’ll make the water
dirty REALLY dirty. POLLUTED. I'll make 3 more watersheds and make it really clean. If I had the
materials to make a watershed, I will rob a bank and put the rest of the money in the watershed,
and make it into money water. You see, money water is really clear, so clear that you see jewels,
golden trophies, and people take all that stuff from the water and be rich and everybody will die
over stupidity because they're greedy. And that's all so goodbye Minnesota and HELLO
CALIFORNIA! & P.S. burgers come from your nose. The water cycle is really clean very very
clean. The story the story Into the lake and evaporates into the clouds and then and it rains from
the clouds and call and it's called what's it called precipitation goes back into storage in it like
drains into a river and turns into a lake. American Indian Magnet School

11% (8) Unsure of the definition
• Idk. [2] Packer Pad
• I don’t know. [3] Packer Pad
• I don't know. [3] Heritage Park, Summer Session
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Appendix C: Youth Responses to Journal Prompt About Best Management
Practices
This Appendix includes youths’ response to the the journal prompt, “What best management practices
(BMPs) could help reduce the amount of runoff at the site (if needed)?” Responses are verbatim except
in a few instances. In some cases, we modified youth responses to include punctuation that might be
helpful for the reader, as well as to correct spelling where meaning would be lost without the
substitution. Words in hard brackets indicate a substantial edit by the evaluators. Numbers in hard
brackets following a comment denote the number of times that exact comment was repeated in the
responses. The programs that youth attended are indicated in blue italicized font following their
comments.
Youth responses were categorized into four categories based on how well they aligned with the
project’s information about best practices to reduce runoff. In some cases, subcategories were
developed under the larger categories.
• Listed best management pracLces to reduce runoﬀ: Response included changes to either
the landscaping or hardscaping of the site to retain water.
• Did not list a best management pracLce: Response was oﬀ topic or included a general
watershed stewardship acLon that would not impact runoﬀ.
• Unsure: Response where youth indicated that they didn’t know the answer.

Youth responses to the journal prompt, “What best management practices (BMPs)
could help reduce the amount of runoff at the site (if needed)?” (n=45)
Note. Several youth provided examples of both landscaping and hardscaping best practices to reduce
runoff. Comments that are followed by an asterisk are ones that appear under more than one heading.
64% (29) Listed best management practices
Landscaping: including additional plantings, riparian buffers, holding ponds, rain gardens
• Riparian buffer. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• The best management practice to keep runoff out of certain places is creating a rain garden.
Rain gardens take the run off and let it sink into the soil that the storm drain led it to. It also has
plants that help with the process. Washington County
• LOL. The lesson was good. Water gardens help the water. And also picking up the [garbage] to.
Washington County
• Nature-scaping. Holding pond. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• A rain barrel and rain garden could help our yard reduce the [amount of] runoff. Minneapolis
Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• A rain garden and a nature scape. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• A holding pond. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• A rain garden. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr. Park
• Putting grass on everything you see. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park
• Rain garden. Coon Rapids Dam, Summer Session
• Making rain gardens, Planting high water intake plants. Coon Rapids Dam, Summer Session
• Park. Heritage Park, Summer Session
• Plant a lot of plants. Heritage Park, Summer Session
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Rain gardens can reduce the amount of runoff and so can permeable pavement to soak in the
water and create a useful way for parking. Washington County*
Riparian buffer. Porous concrete. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park*
Eco or green roof, Wet holding pods, Planters and swales. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session*
Green roof, wet holding ponds, nature-scaping, planters and swales. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring
Session*
You can have special pavers called permeable pavers that have cracks in between them to let
the water get absorbed. You can also have a permeable pavement parking lot which is a parking
lot made out of grass. So that the water doesn't run off. You can also have the storm drains run
into a rain garden and the downspouts can also go into it. The one problem is that you have to
install some sort of filter to stop the leaves and silt from getting into it. Washington County*
Rain barrels. Rain gardens. Coon Rapids Dam, Summer Session*
Rain garden and rain barrel. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park*
Things you can do to help would be rain barrels, rain gardens, dirt roofs, etc.… Minneapolis
Parks & Rec, Pershing Park*
I would put in permeable pavement on my drive way. Maybe put in a reason garden.
Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr. Park*

Hardscaping: rain barrels, green/dirt roof, permeable paving
• Rain barrels. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park
• Rain barrels. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• Rain barrels and porous concrete. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• Green roof. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• Use pervious pavers to help suck up lots of the water. You can use pieces of steel, plastic, or
glass to collect leaves, sand, and other stuff that can go into a storm sewer! Washington County
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Practices that you can do at your house is permeable concrete. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin
Luther King Jr. Park
Maybe some of the permeable pavement could be added to my house. Minneapolis Parks &
Rec, Martin Luther King Jr. Park
Rain gardens can reduce the amount of runoff and so can permeable pavement to soak in the
water and create a useful way for parking. Washington County*
Riparian buffer. Porous concrete. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park*
Eco or green roof, Wet holding pods, Planters and swales. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session*
Green roof, wet holding ponds, nature-scaping, planters and swales. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring
Session*
You can have special pavers called permeable pavers that have cracks in between them to let
the water get absorbed. You can also have a permeable pavement parking lot which is a parking
lot made out of grass. So that the water doesn't run off. You can also have the storm drains run
into a rain garden and the downspouts can also go into it. The one problem is that you have to
install some sort of filter to stop the leaves and silt from getting into it. Washington County*
Rain barrels. Rain gardens. Coon Rapids Dam, Summer Session*
Rain garden and rain barrel. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pershing Park*
Things you can do to help would be rain barrels, rain gardens, dirt roofs, etc.… Minneapolis
Parks & Rec, Pershing Park*
I would put in permeable pavement on my drive way. Maybe put in a reason garden.
Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr. Park*
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29% (12) Did not list a best management practice
• Not use chemicals on my property. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• Some bmps that I can add to my Cafe could be a compost bucket where we can throw away a
food that was eaten but wasn't finished. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• Recycle more. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr. Park
• Recycling. Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Martin Luther King Jr. Park
• A net that shot out any pollution that was caught in it. Packer Pad
• A net. Packer Pad
• Put certain bins for certain things. Packer Pad
• Junk that end up in our river: Garbage, Animal Waste, Pinecones, Food Waste/wrappers, Lawn
Clippings, Leafs, People Waste. Lincoln Park Middle School in Duluth, Spring Session
• We could pick up pet waste and garbage on the ground. Lincoln Park Middle School in Duluth,
Spring Session
• The main building, by the lake. Coon Rapids Dam, Summer Session
• [Surfaces.] Coon Rapids Dam, Summer Session
• Littering. Heritage Park, Summer Session
9% (4) Unsure
• I don't know. Coon Rapids Dam, Spring Session
• I don't know. [2] Minneapolis Parks & Rec, Pearl Park
• Idk. Packer Pad
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